
 

Cutout brown    

paper as shown   

for the eyes.  

(leave attached in 

center as shown.)  

Place wings as shown and 
use a hole punch to punch 
a hole through only the 
front and the front fold of 
the side of the bag.  If you 
do not have a hole punch 
you should be able to use 
the brad or the point of a 
scissor to push a hole 
through the bag as well  
as through the top center 
of the wings. 

Cut out the Five 
Little Owl heart 
shape poem.  

Glue the heart 
upside down to 
the front bottom 
half of bag. As 
shown. 

 

Front of bag 

Fold down left 

top edge of 

bag to center.  

Then fold 

down right 

top edge of 

bag to center.  

Now fold 

down center 

point of bag 

to form a 

triangle this 

will give you 

the peak of 

the owl’s 

head.  

Take brown cutout 

for eyes and glue 

just to the white 

front of bag.       

(Not to the wings) 

 
Then cutout the white  and black circles and glue 

as shown.  Next  cut out the black beak  and glue 

to the center of the brown eyes.   

Make sure enough of the beak is showing below 

the flap of the owl’s peak.  

You can then add the yellow dots to the black of 

the owl’ eyes. 

Now it’s time to undo the fold for the peak 

of the owl and open the bag to fill it with 

crumpled up used paper or cotton or any-

thing that you have for stuffing.   

Only fill the owl’s body enough so that you 

will be able to refold the owl’s peak  and 

glue down as shown.   

Directions for the Fall Paper Bag Owl Craft 

Poem side up or if                    

you do not want the        

poem then place it down 

and draw in feathers for the 

owl or leave it plain. 


